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 Instructions  : 
 Answer three (3) questions in this examination. 
 Total Time Allotted: Three (3) hours. 
 Your answer should demonstrate your ability to analyze the facts in the question, 
 to tell the difference between material facts and immaterial facts, and to discern 
 the points of law and facts upon which the case turns. Your answer should show 
 that you know and understand the pertinent principles and theories of law, their 
 qualifications and limitations, and their relationships to each other. Your   answer 
 should   evidence   your ability to apply the law to the given facts and to reason in 
 a logical, lawyer-like manner from the premises you adopt to a sound conclusion. 
 Do not merely show that  you  remember   legal   principles; instead, try to 
 demonstrate your proficiency in using and applying them. If your answer contains 
 only a statement of your conclusions, you will receive little credit. State fully the 
 reasons that support your conclusions and discuss all points thoroughly. Your 
 answer should be complete, but you should not volunteer information or discuss 
 legal doctrines that are not pertinent to the solution of the problem. 
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 Blackacre and Whiteacre are adjacent parcels of land, each 50 feet wide and 200 
 feet long.  The parcels are part of a large development in a remote mountain area 
 in which all the parcels are of similar size and shape. 

 In 2010, Alex purchased Blackacre from the Developer.  At that time, both 
 Blackacre and Whiteacre were unimproved.  Alex immediately and mistakenly 
 began building a large home on Whiteacre thinking it was Blackacre.  Within a 
 few months, Alex completed the concrete slab foundation of the home, paved a 
 driveway and built a shed on Whiteacre, but then ran out of money and never 
 made any more improvements. 

 In 2014, Ellen purchased Whiteacre from Developer.  Ellen assumed that Alex’s 
 improvements were part of what she was purchasing as a starting point for Ellen to 
 build a home.  Ellen did not know that Alex – not the Developer – had made those 
 improvements. 

 In 2015, Alex sold Blackacre to Greta.  Though Greta’s deed described Blackacre, 
 she mistakenly believed Whiteacre was the parcel she purchased.  Within months, 
 Greta completed the construction of the home on Whiteacre.  Thereafter, she 
 occupied the home from May through September each year as a summer home, 
 which is how all other nearby homes were occupied. 

 In December 2022, Ellen visited Whiteacre to plan construction of a home there. 
 Ellen found the house that Greta had completed, but no one appeared to have been 
 occupying it for months. 

 The jurisdiction has a 10-year statute of limitations regarding adverse possession. 

 Discuss the rights of Greta and Ellen regarding a claim for adverse possession of 
 Whiteacre. 
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 Lenny is the owner of a residential apartment building.  On January 1, 2020, Lenny leased an 
 apartment to Tina through December 31, 2021, at the rate of $1,000 per month.  Pursuant to the 
 terms of the written lease, Tina was not allowed to have a pet live in her apartment. 

 After January 1, 2022, Tina remained in possession of the apartment and paid Lenny $1,000 for rent 
 each month, which Lenny accepted. 

 On September 1, 2022, Tina told Lenny that the faucet above the tub in her bathroom was dripping 
 water into the tub.  Lenny said he’d have someone come out to check it, but he never did. 

 On October 1, 2022, Tina told Lenny that she found two dead rats in the hallway outside her 
 apartment door and that fleas had infested her apartment and were biting her and her dog.  Lenny 
 said nothing in response and took no action to resolve rat or flea issues. 

 On October 15, 2022, Tina gave Lenny a note stating that another tenant in the building was parking 
 in the parking spot she preferred, and that tenant was playing loud music throughout the day on 
 Saturdays.  Lenny did not respond to the note. 

 Although Tina had timely been paying her rent since January 2022, she only paid $600 in rent for 
 November 2022 and gave Lenny a note saying it will cost her $400 to repair the tub and get rid of 
 the fleas. 

 In December 2022, Tina paid no rent and she continues to occupy the apartment with her dog. 

 Discuss what remedies might be available to Lenny and Tina. 

 **** 
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 Oliver, owned Blackacre, a parcel of undeveloped land. 

 In 2021, Oliver’s daughter Alice asked Oliver if he would give her Blackacre when he died, and he 
 told her he would do so now.  The next day Oliver executed a valid deed transferring Blackacre to 
 Alice and handed it to her while saying, “It’s all yours, but can I hold onto the deed for you.”  Alice 
 said, “sure,” then handed the deed back to Oliver and she left.  After she left, Oliver burned the 
 deed. 

 Later in 2021, Alice asked Oliver to give the deed back to her.  Oliver told her he did not have time 
 to look for it, but he would some other time.  Alice angrily told him, “Fine, keep the stupid deed.” 

 In early 2022, Oliver executed a valid deed transferring Blackacre to his son Bob for no 
 consideration.  Oliver mailed the deed to Bob with a note that said, “Blackacre is now yours – 
 record immediately.”  Oliver mistakenly wrote Alice’s address on the envelope.  When Alice 
 received the deed by mail, she shredded it.  Bob was never aware of the existence of that deed. 

 In late 2022, Oliver died with a valid will that stated Charles was the sole beneficiary of any and all 
 property Oliver owned at his death. 

 What ownership claims might be made by Alice, Bob and Charles?  Discuss. 

 ***** 
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 Outline: 

 Actual possession 

 2010 – ongoing construction activity indicates adverse possessor is asserting control over property and 
 likely sufficient to constitute actual possession.  However, construction ceases, and no facts indicate Alex 
 did anything thereafter to assert possession (no further development, no signs, no fencing, nothing to keep 
 out trespassers). 

 2015 – Greta restarts construction and thereafter seasonally occupies the home.  Ellen will argue seasonal 
 occupation not enough, but circumstance of the area indicate this is how homes in that area are used. 

 Open & Notorious 

 2010 – present – clear indication that there is construction and then habitation on the property.  Ellen will 
 claim either: 

 ●  not so between 2010 when construction ceased to 2015 when it began again because the 
 improvements would not put an owner on notice, or 

 ●  not so between 2014 and 2015 because the improvements would not put her on notice due to her 
 belief they came with the purchase. 

 Both Ellen’s claims likely fail due to the visibility of the improvements, and Ellen’s duty upon buying to 
 inquire about the improvements (i.e., did Developer make them or someone else). 

 Exclusive Possession 

 No facts to indicate true owner ever in possession so this is met. 

 Hostile 

 Under modern, majority rule hostility is met due to possession of another’s land. 

 Maine rule:  hostility not met because Alex and Greta were unaware 

 Minority Good Faith rule: hostility is met because Alex and Greta may have acted in good faith under these 
 circumstances (size, shape, location) 

 Continuous 

 Yes if from 2010.  No if from 2015. 

 Additional issues: 

 Tacking on both sides.  The circumstances and time limits apply to both the adverse possessors and the true 
 owners since transfer of possession and ownership do not interrupt the process of acquiring adversely 



 Outline: 

 Type of lease 

 Began as term for years, converted to periodic tenancy upon Tina staying in possession and 
 Lenny accepting rent. 

 Tina: 

 May claim breach of warranty of habitability: 

 Faucet – working plumbing falls under the warranty, but the degree of problem might 
 not rise to a habitability issue – how often is it dripping, noise, does it affect her 
 water bill 

 Fleas – this might be an issue, but it appears she is creating it due to having a dog that 
 one can presume goes outside and brought in the fleas.  Fleas don’t just appear 
 in human dwellings and no indication they came from another tenant. 

 Rats – this might be an issue if Tina had evidence they came into her apartment, but 
 dead rats in a common area might not be enough 

 Parking spot – not a habitabitiy issue and nothing to indicate breach of other terms of 
 the lease (e.g., designated parking spot) 

 Loud noise – this might be an issue, but the degree of problem might not rise to a 
 habitability issue 

 May claim breach of warranty of quiet enjoyment 

 Music by other tenant reduce the value of her apartment, but again the issue is one of 
 degree and this might not be a substantial interference but a normal consequence of 
 living in a building with others 

 Lenny 

 Seek eviction for breach of term of lease for having a dog. 

 Seek eviction for failure to pay rent or just sue for missed rent 

 Tina’s defense may be inadequate because she did not repair and deduct, and 
 she is not likely to be entitled to pay no rent 

 Outline #3 



 Present Donative Intent 

 2021 – Oliver deed to Alice – fact supporting intent? 

 Tells her he wants her to have it.  Give her the deed. 

 Subsequent destruction – cannot negate prior intent to gift, but might show there never 
 was the intent 

 2022 – Oliver deed to Bob – more clearly indicates present intent 

 Delivery 

 2021 – Oliver handed over deed, and it was handed back.  did he have to actually hand it to 
 her, or were his actions enough to keep it for her – physical delivery indicates an objective 
 relinquishment of rights 

 2022 – Oliver mailed deed – expectation of delivery but was never delivered. 

 Acceptance 

 (presumed unless item of no value) 

 Will 

 Only operative if no gift.  If Alice was gifted Blackacre then it is not part of Oliver’s estate to 
 pass to Charles. 
















































